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Masque presents “The Foreigner”
PHOTO BY JACK HALEY
The Men's Crew team rows to victory in the Snake Regatta, held on Sunday, October 30.
Park groundbreaking undertaken
On Sunday, October 30, the WPI 
m en’s crew team crushed rival Holy 
Cross and the rest o f the crews partici­
pating in the Snake Regatta on Lake 
Quinsigamond in Worcester. WPI 
boats posted big wins over Holy Cross 
in both the varsity and Freshman 
races, as well s a strong second to 
Clark in the varsity four event. The 
results sent a strong message to Holy 
Cross that WPI will be the team to beat 
at the City Championships in the 
Spring.
The Snake Regatta was the cap on 
a very fine fall season for m en's crew. 
Following a third place finish at the 
Textiles in Lowell, the varsity boat 
went on to place 11 th out of 43 in the 
Head of the Connecticut, and pull out 
a top ten finish at the Head of the 
Charles. These two finishes were very 
promising considering the caliber of 
the crews entered in the races and the 
team was very pleased with its results.
Combined with the results at the 
Snake Regatta, a very strong base has 
been provided for a very successful 
spring season.
The Varsity crew team is now 
practicing every day at the gym. be­
ginning a long two terms of winter 
workouts, while the freshman team is 
preparing for one more race, the 
Frostbite in Philadelphia. The Spring 
season promises a great deal of suc­
cess, with the team defending its 
freshmen and JV titles at the cities, as 
well as looking to strip Holy Cross of 
the Varsity title it lost last spring. 
Also, WPI looks to defend its New 
England title in the Varsity fours 
event and better its fourth place finish 
in the freshmen fours event at the New 
England Championships at the end of 
the Spring season. The spring season 
could be one of the best in recent 
history for W PI m en's crew.
(News Release) State and City 
officials marked the beginning of a 
$1.2 million improvement project for 
Elm Park in W orcester with a ground­
breaking cerem ony on Thursday, 
November 10th by the Newton Tennis 
courts.
The Massachusetts Department of 
Environmental Management (DEM) 
is funding the project through its 
Olmsted Historic Landscape Preser­
vation Program . DEM C om m is­
sioner, James Gutensohn was joined 
by Senator Thomas White, Represen­
tative Kevin O ’Sullivan, City Man­
ager William Mulford, and Vice- 
Mayor John Anderson representing 
Mayor Jorday Levy along with other 
State and City officials.
In addition to its historic signifi­
cance as an Olmsted site. Elm Park 
was also one of the first parks in the 
country purchased by a municipality 
from private owners through the use 
of taxpayer’s money.
The major component o f the $1.2 
million project will be the reconstruc­
tion o f the Newton Square area. The 
existing tennis and basketball courts
will be rebuilt on and repositioned to 
allow the construction at a new park 
en tra n c e  p laza . T he e x is tin g  
Veteran’s Memorial will be rebuilt 
with City funds as the focal point of 
the landscaped plaza. Other improve­
ments will include establishing wild 
flower meadows on Newton Hill, re­
setting the granite edges on the meres 
(ponds), rehabilitating the children’s 
play area, upgrading all lights and 
benches, and restoring the Olmsted 
planning plan for the Rogers-Ken- 
nedy Monument.
This project marks the continu­
ation of the effort to restore Elm Park. 
In 1986 DEM funded work which 
restored the historic trees in the older 
section of the park. It’s also funded 
the recently completed Newton Hill 
clearing project which removed inva­
sive vegetation and restored the his­
toric veins from the top of Newton 
Hill.
The construction contractor for 
the $1.2 million project is Caprera 
C o n s tru c tio n  C om pany  from  
Boylston. The project started Novem­
ber 1st and is expected to be com ­
pleted by August of 1989.
Virus attacks nation’s computers
by Jeffrey S. Goldmeer 
_________ News Editor _______
Veni, Vidi, Vici. This Latin 
phrase translates into “ I came, I saw,
I conquered”, and this is what a 
small computer program did last 
week. This program, called a com ­
puter virus, attacked computers all 
across the country.
The virus was the creation of 23- 
year-old Robert Morris. Morris is a 
graduate student at Cornell, major­
ing in Computer Science. The virus 
was spread along the Arpanet, 
which is a computer network run by 
the Department of Defense.
The virus was spread to over six 
thousand com puters. These in­
cluded the mainframes at MIT, RPI, 
and at NASA (National Aeronautics 
and Space A dm inistration) Re­
search Center.
The virus itself was a program 
designed to spread itself from one
computer to another, leaving one 
copy of itself behind to infect other 
computers. However, Morris made a 
programming error. Instead of mak­
ing a single copy, the program began 
to duplicate itself an infinite number 
of times.
Each computer started spending 
more and more processor time trying 
to carry out the instructions of the 
virus. A result was that the computers 
could not handle the amount of com ­
puting necessary to carry out their 
instructions, and they had to be shut 
down. In some cases, computers were 
‘dow n’ for two days as a vaccine for 
the virus was created.
WPI was not one o f the institu­
tions affected by the virus. The cam ­
pus is not directly connected to the 
Arpanet, and thus the virus was not 
passed on to WPI.
In an interview with Professor 
Kinicki, chairman of the Computer 
Science Department, he described
some of the problems involved with 
computer and network security.
He stated that the Unix operat­
ing system has a history of security 
problems. (Unix is used on the CCC 
Encore, and on many other college 
mainframes). He believes that those 
who administer computer systems 
have the responsibility to watch 
their systems for abnormal behav­
ior. This will help in alleviating any 
major problem s that do occur. 
However, it is also important to note 
that any actions taken by those cre­
ating viruses, and those trying to 
prevent the access by viruses are 
constrained by the operating system 
of the computer, and the communi­
cation protocol between computer 
networks.
Note: Information fo r this article 
was gathered from  both the Novem­
ber 6, 1988 New York Times and the 
November 10. 1988 Episode o f  
Nightline.
Men’s Crew 
wins Regatta
by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak S taff
At this fine institute for higher 
technical learning, what kind o f pro­
duction other than an MQP or IQP 
c«uld have a large number of students 
working in conjunction with their 
clubs, classes, and sufficiences to 
make a first-rate production. W hat’s 
that, you say? A student-run drama 
organization called Masque does a 
large-scale production like this every 
year? Where the hell have I been all of 
these years?!
The Masque annual fall produc­
tion this year is a hilarious play en­
titled “The Foreigner" by Larry Shue. 
The play is directed by Professor 
Susan Vick and produced by Jon 
Lamkins.
I think that a little background 
about Masque is definitely in order, 
since it is my belief that most o f the 
student body is not aware o f how 
involved in drama this group is.
Every year Masque produces 
three events, consisting of a large- 
scale fall production directed by 
Susan Vick, a student run winter
workshop, and the New Voices the­
atre festival in the spring. New 
Voices features a large number of 
student written, directed, and de­
signed plays. The work in all o f the 
plays is not limited to the WPI school 
year, either. This past summer the 
group traveled to Scotland to perform 
in the Edinburgh Theatre festival in 
S co tland . The fam ous Royal 
Shakespeare Company also performs 
in this theatre festival. After the Ed­
inburgh Theatre festival appearance. 
Masque toured Great Britain with 
“Short Circuits,” a theatre program 
composed of original one-act plays 
with the New Voices concept in mind. 
Susan Vick has a done an incredible 
job  of encouraging drama at such a 
technical-minded school. And while 
stimulating interest in drama on cam ­
pus, Susan Vick has discovered many 
students with much drama talent who 
now have an outlet for this talent in the 
Masque group.
The turnout for Masque events is 
usually quite large, with most plays 
being a total sell-out. Hence, it is a 
good idea to get your tickets early.
The basic storyline of “The For­
eigner” revolves around an English 
gentlem an named C harlie Baker 
(played by Harold Mackiernan) who 
finds himself in the deep “redneck" 
South trying to cope with his fear of 
relating to a new class of people. At 
first this plot may sound like a sto­
ryline for some cheesy Sunday night 
movie, but after C harlie’s friend 
Froggy LeSeur (played by Bill Bul­
lard) starts to introduce Charlie as a 
foreigner who can’t speak a word of 
English, the laughs begin to roll with 
ease. Prof. Vick describes “The For­
eigner" as “yourclasic good guys-bad 
guys melodrama were the good guys 
win."
“ T he F o re ig n e r"  fo llow s 
M asque’s four-year cycle, which in­
sures that you won’t see the same type 
of play twice in your WPI career. That 
is, of course, assuming that you don’t 
choose to extend your stay at WPI by 
flunking a few key courses. The cycle 
consists of a classical/Shakespearean 
play, a contemporary drama play, a 
political drama, and a rip-roaring 
comedy.
When asked about his role as 
Charlie Baker, actor Harold Mackier-
NEWSPEAK ST A FT PHOTO/OARY REtCRECiO
Bill Bullard and Jennifer Knudsen rehearse a scene from “The 
Foreigner”.
nan described Charlie as a shy person 
who has trouble holding a conversa­
tion with the Georgians. When 
Froggy lies about C harlie 's language 
problem, Charlie has the opportunity 
to “get outside of him self and grow."
So we can see that Harold is actually 
acting 2 roles. One role is the Charlie 
Baker who can speak English but 
can’t converse with the natives, and
see " Masque", page 4
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NEWS
C World News
by George B. Regnery 
Newspeak S taff
Saturday, November 5 - Tens of 
thousands o f anti-government South 
Korean demonstrators demanded the 
arrest o f former president Chun Doo 
Hwan and the impeachment of Roh 
Tae Woo. The computer virus creator, 
Robert T. Morris Jr., a graduate stu­
dent at Cornell, will cooperate with 
Federal authorities. The Soviet Am­
bassador to Afghanistan said the 
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan 
is near ruin because of US support of 
the Afghan rebels.
Sunday, November 6 - Solidarity 
leader Walesa said he may call for 
strikes as a result of the closing of the 
Lenin shipyard in Gdansk, the birth­
place o f the Solidarity movement. At 
Vandenburg AFB in California, a 
Titan rocket successfully carried a 
military satellite into orbit. In the 
NFL, the Buffalo Bills are the best 
team at 9 -1. Kansas City is currently 
number one for the draft- they are I -8- 
I, although they face competition 
from the 2-8 Packers who were shut 
out for the second week in a row. 
Detroit, Tampa Bay, Dallas, and San 
Diego are all also 2-8.
M onday, November 7 - Today 
the campaign for the Presidency is 
over. Each candidate spent $46 mil­
lion of taxpayer’s money on the cam­
paign. Dukakis and Bentsen traveled 
in a last ditch effort to win. The 71st 
anniversary of the Bolshevik uprising 
was celebrated in Moscow by a parade 
with some military hardware, but not 
as much as usual. South African offi­
cials denied rumors that Nelson 
Mandela will soon be freed. Sugar 
Ray L eonard defeated Canadian 
boxer Donnie Lanlonde in the 9th 
round. Leonard has won the title in 5 
weight classes.
Tuesday, November 8 - Goerge 
Bush won the election against Mike 
Dukakis, by 426 to 112 electoral 
votes. George Bush got 54% of the 
popular vote to Dukakis’ 46%. In the 
House o f Representatives, Democrats 
picked up 5 seats. One of them was 
won by former Dukes of Hazzard 
actor Ben Jones (Cooler). Nobel lau­
reate Andrei Sakharov is in a Massa­
chusetts hospital to see if he needs a
pacemaker. Sakharov was internally 
exiled in the USSR until late 1986.
Wednesday, November 9 - Bush 
announced that James Baker, his 
campaign manager, would be the next 
Secretary of State. Baker has served 
as Treasury Secretary and White 
House Chief of Staff. 4 out of 435 
congressmen lost their re-election 
campaigns. Democrats lead 259-173 
with 3 seats too close to call. In other 
elections, Maryland kept its ban on 
handguns, four new state lotteries will 
be created, and Massachusetts voters 
voted no on shutting down nuclear 
plants. Nicaraguan leader Ortega said 
Bush should have a better relationship 
with his country. He also added that 
Reagan has done more harm to his 
country than any earthquake or hurri­
cane. The Air Force grounded all 98 
B-1 Bs because of the crash o f one on 
Tuesday in Texas.
Thursday, November 10 - Texas 
was named the state to receive a 
Superconducting Supercollider that 
will take l6,(XK)acres. Texas will gain 
4,500 construction jobs and 3,500 
permanent jobs. Estimated price: $4.5 
billion. The supercollider will accel­
erate protons around a 53 mile track
before smashing into one another. 
However, the collider may not receive 
funds because Congress must still 
vote on the matter, and Senate and 
House members from losing states are 
upset their state did not receive it. A 
picture of the F -II7A  stealth fighter 
was released today. The F-l I7A has 
been flying since 1981 and opera­
tional for wartime missions since 
1983. They have flown at night from a 
Nevada Air Force Base. The B-2 
stealth bomber is expected to be un­
veiled on November 22. 32 B-IBs 
were recommissioned. The Senate is 
now 55 Democrats and 45 Republi­
cans. A Liberian oil tanker with 27 
people and I million barrels of oil 
split in half in the Atlantic - all on 
board are presumed dead.
Friday, November 11 - President 
Reagan said, celebrating Veterans 
Day at the Vietnam War Memorial, 
that American troops should never be 
sent to fight a war unless they are 
allowed to win. The 70th anniversary 
of the end of World War I was cele­
brated in other countries, including 
Poland, where they broadcast a Mass 
on TV- something never done in Po­
land.
ASME National President visits WPI
by George B. Regnery 
Newspeak S taff
Mr. Ernest L. Daman, national 
president of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers (ASM E), vis­
ited WPI on Tuesday, November 8. 
Mr. Daman is chairman emeritus of 
the Foster W heeler Development 
Corporation and has 15 patents in the 
nuclear industry.
WPI has a very good relationship 
with ASME - four former ASME 
presidents have been affiliated with 
WPI. They are Provost Zweip ( 1979- 
1980), Charles Morgan, founder of 
the Morgan Construction Company 
(1893), former WPI President Hillus, 
and Mr. Ed Miller.
Mr. Daman's day at WPI started 
out with an industry breakfast, where 
he met with 27 representatives of 
local industries. He toured local in­
dustrial research facilites, as well as a 
number of facilities at W PI, includ­
ing: the Manufacturing Engineering 
department, the laser holography lab, 
and the CAD (Computer Aided De­
sign) lab.
He also discussed the current state 
of ASME. It is currently concentrating 
on Bio Engineering, and added that 
Bio Engineering isn’t just for Chemi­
cal Engineers or biologists, but that 
Mechanical Engineers play an impor­
tant role.
Mr. Daman also noted that ASME 
has a center for research and develop­
ment in Washington, D.C., and that 
A SM E  does s tu d ie s  fo r the 
government’s National Science Foun­
dation in Robotics research. ASME 
also works in conjunction with MIT 
and Colorado University in running a 
mining excavation institute.
Mr. Daman brought out one of the 
problems that is facing ASME at this 
point in time: trying to keep its 
members from leaving the organiza­
tion, especially those who are working 
in foreign countries. Many of these
Grogan speaks out on 
Bush presidency
by Heidi Lundy 
Newspeak Staff
Last Tuesday evening the elec­
toral college decided our new Presi­
dent is to be George Bush. As his 
acceptance speech was broadcast na­
tionwide, public reaction varied 
from unadulterated elation to slump­
shouldered defeat. The night was 
spent either partying victoriously or 
trying to sleep off the loss.
At WPI the separate emotions, 
joy and resentment, were evident the 
next day. If a group of people were 
standing around laughing and talk­
ing, the odds are that they were part 
of the apparent majority of students 
with Bush/Quayle signs in their 
windows. Dukakis supporters and 
other anti-Bush campaigners could 
be found laying around on floors or 
in DAKA drowning their sorrows in 
a lunch of turkey fingers with su­
preme sauce.
Actually there is a “happy?” me­
dium. Some people feel that Bush 
will be a fine leader, but are hoping 
that he is in excellent health. His 
choice of a Vice-President doesn’t 
seem to impress the majority. In fact, 
the motto most often heard around 
campus is “ I hope Bush doesn’t die!” 
The general sentiment that the new
Vice-President is too inexperienced 
and, bluntly too young to handle the 
country is shared by W illiam  
Grogan, Dean of Undergraduate 
Studies. Dean Grogan feels that 
Bush will be a reasonable President, 
although he is worried about why he 
would choose someone like Quayle 
for V.P.
Whether or not Bush’s adm ini­
stration will focus on the issue of 
better education is another o f Dean 
G rogan’s concerns. It is inevitable 
that sometime during the next five 
years the government will suddenly 
realize that there is a problem in pre­
college education, especially in the 
maths and sciences. Dean Grogan 
feels that if this problem isn’t ad­
dressed soon the United States will 
“dramatically slip behind Europe in 
technology.”
One reason Bush would be hesi­
tant to address this issue is the Fed­
eral deficit. Dean Grogan stated that 
there will either have to be an in­
crease in taxes or severe cuts in the 
budget. Funding for public educa­
tion will be threatened because it is 
one of the areas that can be cut, 
unlike social security.
All the public can do now is wait 
and watch for a while, and be very 
thankful that we don’t have Presi­
dent elect B ush 's job!
engineers have failed to renew their 
membership; currently they have
7,000 overseas members.
Citing that it was election day, 
Mr. Dam an encouraged  A SM E 
members to become involved in poli­
tics. He said that politicians in W ash­
ington are often influenced by “char­
latans”, not scientists and engineers. 
Currently the Senate has only one sci­
entist, John Glenn, the astronaut. The 
only governor with a strong scientific 
and engineering background is John 
Sununu, who did not seek re- election.
Looking towards the future, Mr. 
Daman is concerned with the future of 
engineering in America. We are pro­
ducing less engineers, and there are 
several reasons for this. One is that 
the “baby boom” is over, and thus 
there are less people in college. Also, 
after the USSR launched Sputnik,
greater emphasis was put upon sci­
ence, and that emphasis has now sub­
sided, so less people want to become 
engineers.
This has hurt ASME in two ways. 
First, because there are few er engi­
neers, and secondly, because there are 
a declining number of engineering 
students joing ASME.
If you are an ME, you are encour­
aged to become a student members. 
Currently only 10% of the M Es at 
WPI are members of ASME. The 
group provides support for M echani­
cal Engineers in forms o f student 
loans, scholarships and research, re­
ceive engineering publications as 
well as cooperating with foreign 
countries to obtain some technologi­
cal information. If you are interested 
in becoming a student member, con­
tact Jason Koskey, box 1427.
Arts and Entertainment
WPI Math Hour very rewarding and fun for all
by Eric Rasmussen 
Newspeak S taff
This past Friday at 4:30 in the 
conference room of Gordon Library, 
the WPI Mathematical Sciences De­
partment held a WPI Math Hour. 
While this may sound rather boring, 
and intended only for students who 
enjoy solving cryptic blackboard fill­
ing problems, it was neither. During 
the math hour, there was a game 
played where the winners got to keep 
real money. Related to, and following 
the game was a discussion on two 
d ifferen t m ethods o f  evaluating  
whether or not a person or group has a
proportionate say in deciding differ­
ent matters. Several interesting ex­
amples were used during the talk, 
including the game, described in fur­
ther detail below, and our electoral 
college system of electing the Presi­
dent. In the game, there were 7 players 
who randomly chose cards which as­
signed them as being X or Y ’s. The 
point o f the game was for some com­
bination of the students to come up 
with a winning coalition. If a coalition 
could be set up and maintained for six 
minutes, the players in that coalition 
would win. However, to make things 
more exiting, the coalition that won 
would get to collect a $ 19.95 prize and 
split it up amongst themselves how­
ever they saw fit. There were three 
possible winning coalitions which 
were:
2 Y players and at least 1 X player, 
or
I Y player and at least 3 X players, 
or
5 X players.
This caused quite alot of bargain­
ing among the different players, but it 
was finally decided that the first coali­
tion would consist of all the X players. 
It was then up to them to hold the 
coalition together despite offers from 
the Y players, who were now shut out. 
Watching the players try to wheel and
deal was quite interesting, especially 
in the last thirty seconds before the six 
minutes were up. In the end, the X 
players managed to stay together de­
spite offers o f the Y players to give any 
X player who joined them $10 of the 
$19.95. However, despite the fact that 
this was fun, it did have a point. If you 
notice, the Y players actually had 
more power than the X players.
There will be Math Hours twice a 
term, the purpose of which is to help 
math majors, as well as anyone else 
who shows up, and to promote an 
enjoyment of mathematics.
The next math hour is scheduled 
for 4:30 Tuesday, December 13, same 
location. At this meeting. Prof. Bob
DeVany from Boston University will 
speak about the math behind Julia 
sets. Also, a film, made in Hollywood 
on a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, on exploding Julia sets 
will be shown. In January, there will 
be a presentation on job and graduate 
school opportunities for math majors 
or other students with a strong mathe­
matics background. Also scheduled 
for sometime in the future is a talk by 
a professor from Brown University 
about hypercubes, which are 4-D 
‘cubes’ represented in 3-D space. This 
talk will also be accompanied by a 
film. All upcoming events will be 
advertised in Newspeak.
Author, activist Jeremy Rifkin to lecture in Aiden Hall
by Chris Barcus 
Newspeak Staff
Jerem y Rifkin, the “ self-ap- 
pointed conscience o f our future," 
will be making a guest appearance at 
WPI on November 21. Rifkin is besi 
known for his blatant attacks on the 
over $2 billion a year field of genetic 
engineering.
The primary goal of R ifkin’s is to 
stop biotechnological research and 
product development. Rifkin admits 
jt is impossible, but through his quest 
he has brought the issues before the 
jublic eye.
Rifkin is an author, activist, and a 
philosopher. When asked what quali­
fied him to criticize a complex science 
huch as biotechnology with no scien- 
iific,t}a£kgwuij(i,-Rifldn r e p j j e ^ ^ y
critique is based on the social, philo­
sophical, ethical, and cultural aspects 
of technology. Scientists are ill-pre- 
pared to critique those aspects be­
cause they’re so specialized.”
Rifkin’s main platform is the per- 
fectability of plants, animals, and 
people. “The question is, who do we 
entrust with the authority to deter­
mine what are good and bad genes?” 
Scientists accuse Rifkin o f deliber­
ately bypassing the fundamental limi­
tations in the biological world.
The possibilities which Rifkin are 
concerned with are above our level of 
technology. At this point, genes are 
taken from one cell and put into an­
other. Biologists argue this occurs 
naturally. The genes control a small 
characterization o f living things. 
X f w .  isp X  yije. single, ggije. y/JijcJi.
tween Rifkin and the scientific com­
munity is very large.
Rifkin has been credited with 
doing for biotechnology what no one
did for nuclear engineering. His fol­
lowing is large due in part to his 
ability to contain his radical views in 
a broad populist appeal.
changes the color of the fur on a 
mouse, and simply transferring genes 
will not result in the formation of new 
life forms.
Rifkin is also active in lawsuits 
involving genetic engineering. He has 
been successful in using the court 
system to block billions of dollars of 
biotechnology products. To do this, 
he has been armed with influential 
media contacts, and an understanding 
of the workings of the federal govern­
ment.
One place where Rifkin and many 
scientists agree is the need to improve 
the governm ent's ability to monitor 
and safeguard genetic experiments.
More work needs to be done to deter­
mine how the altered organisms will 
thrive once in the environment. How­
e v e r ,  on all other issues, the line b e .- ,............... ..... .......... J e r e m y ^ a fk in ’ W P I N o v e m b e r  2 1 st.
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Arts and Entertainment
Deathtrap kills Foothills audience
by Alex Kuhn 
Newspeak S taff
Ira Levin’s theatrical roller coaster 
ride, "Deathtrap.” just opened at the 
Worcester Foothills Theatre, and the 
audience reaction was that it was fan­
tastic. The play, for those who haven't 
seen it on stage or the movie version.
is about a playwright who hasn’t had 
a hit in years, and whose student 
writes a potential hit on his first try. 
The play starts out with this premise, 
and continues with the playwright. 
Sidney Bruhl, talking to his wife. 
Myra, about killing the young play­
wright and stealing his play. Sidney 
invites the student, Clifford Ander­
son, over to his house in Westport, 
Connecticut to discuss the play and 
possible improvements to it. Sidney 
enjoys collecting weapons and has a 
large collection on the walls in the 
room where the play takes place. 
Anderson comes over and they dis­
cuss it, but Bruhl's wife starts to get 
paranoid about the possibility of
John Adair stars in 
"Deathtrap", a 
Worcester Foothills 
Theatre production 
playing until 
Nov. 27
We’re on Film
Cooking with the Alien
by G eoff Littlefield  
and Todd Fantz 
Newspeak S taff
Todd: Hi, Hi, Hi There. This 
week’s fabulous movie is THEY 
LIVE, starring none other than that 
famous W WF wrestling personality 
Rowdy Roddy Piper. ‘Nuf said. This 
movie was better than I thought it 
would be, yet it still followed a recipe 
that is common to  most movies today.
TYPICAL MOVIE:
Start with a good to decent premise. 
Add money conscious movie execs. 
Add 1 or more famous person(s) who 
can’t act.
Mix in 4 to 5 barrels of fake blood. 
Bake and let cook.
You get bad dialogue, bad acting, 
bad fight scenes, extensive death and 
violence, but enough of a plot to make 
things moderately acceptable. Piper 
was believable up until the point that 
he opened his mouth. The fight scenes 
were drawn out wrestling moves, but 
there was a lot o f good yuppie bashing 
and cynical views about today’s con­
sumer society, and after Tuesday’s 
election I was in the right frame of 
mind for this movie. I will now turn 
the plot over to Geoff...
Geoff: What we have here is your 
basic paranoia o f the masses plot. You 
know, real Weekly World News-type 
stuff. Piper plays an out of work 
wanderer who stumbles across an 
alien machination to subjugate human 
society. Actually, he stumbles across
a resistance movement that stumbled 
across said plan. It seems aliens had 
infiltrated Earth culture sometime 
back in history. Since then, they have 
been controlling humans by sublimi- 
nally placing feelings of greed and 
self-servitude within us. Piper soon 
finds some special sunglasses, cre­
ated by the resistance, that allow him 
to see the alien’s handiwork. What he 
discovers are m essages such as 
“O bey”, “C onsum e” , and “ D on’t 
question authority” printed sublimi- 
nally on billboards, in magazines, on 
street signs, etc. My favorite was the 
message “This is your God” printed 
on paper money. The glasses also 
allow him to see the aliens that are 
living among us disguised as humans. 
After discovering this. Piper then 
joins the resistance and goes after the 
aliens’ main transm itting station. 
Like Todd said, an interesting plot. 
However, the scriptwriter did not take 
it in the right direction, and the acting 
prowess of the cast left something to 
be desired. The only saving grace 
besides the plot was John Carpenter’s 
mind behind the directing.
Todd: Yes, there were some very 
cool scenes of the subliminal mes­
sages in stark black and white, it 
brings back images or O rwell's 1984. 
Anyway, I would like to have seen this 
done by a small time company with a 
lot more dedication and the daring to 
be innovative. I did like the idea that 
the Aliens were all the yuppie type 
dweebs that you really detest when 
you see them, and despite being rather 
passive myself, I did enjoy seeing all 
those people getting splattered all
over the screen. This was the only 
redeeming factor of the movie seeing 
the police, media, politicians, con­
sumer oriented people etc. being por­
trayed as controlled, because it often 
seems that way. Unfortunately we 
cannot blame an alien race for the 
greed, hoarding, gullibility, poverty, 
starvation and inequality in the world.
Geoff: On another note, those of 
you who read our article last week on 
Feds will remember the fact that the 
awful movie made an allusion to the 
Untouchables, an incredible flick that 
recently played in Alden. Well, it 
turns out that that was not a one-time 
occurrence. There was a special 
cameo in They Live of the PK Meter 
used in Ghostbusters, of all things. 
When will these cheap uses o f other 
movies or their effects in lower class 
movies end?
Anyway, this movie was Ok. I 
give it a warm autumn breeze, two fire 
hydrants, and a gerbil with a gland 
problem. Todd?
Todd: I give it a clear starry night 
and 4 WPI class change forms.
Geoff: Next week, who knows??
Wombat: I do.
Geoff: Hey! Get BACK in your 
cage! Anyway, if we can make it to the 
theater past the aborigines in trench- 
coats and the 5-story bluejay on Main 
St., we look forward to bringing you a 
review o f U2: Rattle and Hum or 
something else.
In the meantime, we strongly 
suggest you go to see The Foreigner 
when it plays in Alden Nov. 17, 18, 
and 19.
Bye now.
murder and tries to prevent it from 
happening. But Sidney wants this play 
and in final desperation grabs a bolo- 
type weapon from the wall and ....
T hat's about as much of the play 
as I can describe without giving the 
plot away. The play is an excellent 
thriller, and you never really know 
what is going to happen next. It is a 
recent play, written in 1977 which 
played 1,793 times on Broadway, 
received a Tony nomination for Best 
Play of the Year, and was made into a 
major motion picture starring Chris­
topher Reeve and Michael Caine. 
Levin has also written other plays and 
novels, such as "Rosem ary's Baby”, 
"The Boys From Brazil", and "The 
Stepford Wives".
I enjoyed the Foothills production 
very much, because it gave the oppor­
tunity to see the play in the format in 
which it was written. This production 
brings in two newcomers to the Foot­
hills stage: Grace Costa, who plays 
Myra Bruhl. and Donna Stephansky. 
who plays Helga Ten Dorp, a world
renowned psychic who predicts mur­
der in the room. John Adair, who plays 
Sidney Bruhl, returns to Foothills for 
the fifth time. Joe Frustaci returns to 
Foothills this year as Clifford Ander­
son, Bruhl’s protege. He was in Foot­
hills production of “ Biloxi Blues” last 
year. And David Ellsworth, who plays 
B ruhl's lawyer. Porter Milgrim, re­
turns from playing “Froggy" in Foot­
hills production last season of “The 
Foreigner".
Overall, this was a very enjoyable 
play, well performed and convincing, 
and a great way to spend a Sunday 
afternoon. Deathtrap will play at 
Foothills, which is next to the 
Galleria, until November 27. It will 
play eight times a week. Wednesday 
through Sunday. Tickets are normally 
$10 - $17.50, but for student tickets 
are available 15 minutes before the 
play starts for $6. Check at the Box 
office for these Student RUSH tickets 
and bring your I.D. Call Foothills ai 
754-4018 for information on show 
times.
Music Trivia
by Troy Nielsen
This week's trivia is about that obscure group called the Beatles— read 
it and weep.
Questions:
1). What was the lineup in 1959 when the group went under the name The
Beatles?
2). What happened to the bass player in the ’59 lineup?
3). What record company rejected the group’s audition in ’62 saying that
“groups with guitars were on their way out?”
4). What was the name of the amateur skiffle group that John Lennon was in
when he met Paul McCartney?
5). What record company finally signed the Beatles for a record contract in
July of ’62?
6). What was the name of the club in Hamburg, Germany where the Beatles
played frequently in 1960-1961.
7). What is the brand name of the collarless gray suit* that manager Bri'an
Epstein bought for the group?
8). What is the name of the disc jockey who supposedly was the first disc
jockey to play a Beatles single in America?
Answers: 1). John Lennon (guitar). Stuart Sutcliffe (bass). Tommy Moore (drums). George Ham son (guitar). 
Paul McCartney (guitar) 2). He died of a brain hemorrhage after he left the group in Hamburg. Germany. 3). Decca4). 
The Quarrymen 5). KMI’s subsidiary Parlophone ft). The Star Club 7). Pierre Cardin X). Murray the K
BONUS QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
Jimi Hendrix frequently wore a white jacket that had eyes in it. It is 
featured on the back of the American cover of the album “Electric Ladyland.” 
Who made the jacket? (HINT: H e's the brother of a famous rock singer.)
Send in answers to "The Slug” at Box 2124. Get the answers in by, say, 
Thursday so that I can pick a random winner from the right answers. Oh yes, 
and the winner gets a free Domino’s pizza.
The winner from last week was Ed Bouchie. He correctly stated that Pink 
Floyd interviewed various roadies, celebrities, etc. with spontaneous ques­
tions about madness. The answers were edited and put on record.
Get a Clue! Join Newspeak!
Do you like writing, photography, graphics, or business? We 
have openings in all areas, so jo in  N ewspeak and become part o f  
a great organization.
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Boo-Bu the Stick Figure By Brian Freeman Photography/Pencil exhibition at Library
Gordon Library announces the opening of 
an exhibition entitled IMAGES IN COLORED 
PENCIL AND PHOTOGRAPHY. This is a 
showing of a husband-wife team, and a very 
arresting collection. Barbara Tiffany-Eginton 
appears to have mastered the medium of col­
ored pencil down to the smallest detail, and her 
drawings command a very close look. Barbara 
Eginton worked for eighteen years as a 
graphic/commerical artist, and then broke into
the fine art field, which was her major interest. 
The photograph part o f the exhibition are 
works by Robert Eginton. who is a dedicated 
promoter of photography as fine art. He is an 
instructor and photo journalist as well as a fine 
art photographer, working for Time, Life, and 
People. His photographs cover many subjects 
and are equally sensitive and candid. The show 
is being circulated nationally by the Maitland 
Art Center, Maitland, Florida.
Masque’s “The Foreigner” on the way...
C ontinued from  page 1
rehearsals during the week, I always saw and 
heard the students working on the gigantic set 
in the main hall in Alden. The play’s set is a 
huge production in itself.
Talking to some o f the actors, I was in­
formed that most of them spend about 6-8 
hours a day rehearsing as the public perform­
ance draws near. Of course, they do go to 
college and that does mean studying every now 
and then. How do they do it? I was told that 
Susan Vick is very sensitive to the academic 
responsibilities of the students. It is amazing 
that these actors and actresses can put in so 
much time to drama and still excel in their 
courses and other activities.
Tickets for this Masque production are on 
sale Monday through Friday this week from 11 
A.M. to I P.M. at the Daniels Hall Ticket 
Booth, next to the Newspeak distribution 
racks. The tickets can be bought in advance or 
at the door for only $1. There is NO reserved 
seating.
The play is being performed in Alden Hall 
on Nov. 17, 18, and 19. The doors open at 7:30 
P.M each night so that the crowd can enjoy the 
traditional Masque thematic cafe. The cafe 
features music and refreshments for sale be­
fore, during the intermission, and after the 
performance. The play starts promptly at 8:00 
P.M. There will be no photography allowed.
Couch, Recliner, Bed- our versatile D’FKO Frame is all you 
need & everything you could want at an incredibly affordable 
price. We make them, & we guarantee (hem. Now available - 
Che Bay Frame- n fine piece of convertible furniture from $285.
29 PLEASANT ST. 
WORCESTER 
11 PLEASANT ST 
NORTHAMPTON
269 HUNTINGTON AVE. 
BOSTON
239 WICHENDON ST. 
PROVIDENCE
D’fko 
futon compatible 
convertible 
$ 1 6 0  TWIN
the other role is a Charlie Baker who is 
being lied about, and thus has a chance to 
explore him self in a totally different way.
To give you an idea o f how much work the 
students put into this fall production, I talked to 
some students who were working on the set that 
creates the authentic redneck atmosphere for 
the play. They said that the actual construction 
of the set started in mid-October. That doesn’t 
even take into account the design of the set. As 
I pass in and out of Alden Hall for various
PRESENTS: 
JEREMY RIFKIN, ACTIVIST 
MONDAY, NOV. 21, 8 PM 
ALDEN HALL 
FREE
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PROF JAMES MILLER OF BRANDEIS UNIVER
WILL BE SPEAKING ON
MULTISCHEME PARALLEL 
PROCESSING AND SCHEME
NOV 18, 1988 AT 9:00 AM AK 233
A  c h a l le n g e  to  th e  v ic t o r
by Jeffrey Coy 
Features Editor
In his campaign for the Presidency in I960, 
John F. Kennedy spoke before a gathering of 
journalists on the topic of his view of the 
Presidency, what type o f role the President 
should bear.
“ In the 1920s," he said, “times were good, 
good enough to lead one Congressman to 
remark, ‘We don’t need brilliance in the White 
House now. Harding will do just fine.’ And if 
the nation did indeed feel that the times did not
require a superb, brilliant leader, then, in 
Warren G. Harding, they got exactly what they 
wanted."
The reigning themes o f the successful 
Presidential campaigns of both 1984 and 1988 
were peace, prosperity, and renewed pride in 
America. Most of our nation, it seems, views 
today's America as once again safe and strong, 
both at home and abroad, economically and 
militarily. Even challenger Michael Dukakis 
offered that “people feel pretty secure . . .  it’s 
hard to convince them it’s time for a change."
So some might argue that the 1990s, like
the 1920s. call for a Presidency of contented­
ness, an ad m in is tra tio n  sa tisfied  w ith 
Am erica's stature and condition, a President 
championing the status quo. Some might 
suggest that the times call for another Warren 
G. Harding.
But such a view smacks of short-sighted­
ness and lacks the sort of historical insight for 
which John Kennedy was so renowned. While 
things are relatively good both in America and 
abroad, the opportunities for progress which 
present themselves today are unlike any oppor­
tunities America has seen in decades. And.
besides, look where Harding put us.
On the home front, all the old, familiar 
problems are still there: the deficit, education, 
the homeless, health care, drugs. Even eight 
years of Reagan-style ignorance cou ldn’t 
make them disappear. These questions require 
quick attention, and the moderate Bush ad­
ministration which many foresee will be well- 
equipped to provide some answers.
On January 21, 1989, George Bush will 
step into an Oval Office whose “Hot Line" to 
the Kremlin is the coolest it’s been in decades. 
He will enter into an office already boasting of 
comfortable US-Soviet relations. He and his 
subordinates will be dealing a Soviet govern­
ment more than willing to talk important arms 
reductions, and. under Reagan, the Pentagon's 
wish list grew large enough to give us consid­
erable bargaining leverage.
So a Bush administration would do well to 
view Mikhail G orbachev’s conciliatory over­
tures with a bit less skepticism than the Reagan 
administration has. And by nominating James 
Baker as Secretary of State. Bush has aleady 
signalled a moderate foreign policy dedicated 
to cooperation. Hopefully, the President-elect 
will continue building upon this. A forward- 
thinking administration willing to take advan­
tage of present opportunities could bring about 
even more arms reductions in the next few 
years.
But to achieve any such success, the Presi- 
dent-elect will undoubtedly need Congres­
sional support to aid in speeding the agenda. 
Many have already spoken of a Democratic 
Congress unwilling to cooperate with a Bush 
Presidency. Too many claim “scars" from the 
particularly vicious Republican campaign.
But let’s face it. mud was slung from both 
sides. A campaign is a campaign, and the 
campaign is over. The multitude of problems 
which will be falling to Bush's feet in a few 
short months will be not only his. They will be 
the nation's.
And George Bush w on’t be able to do it 
alone. If America is to proceed into the 1990s 
even stronger, even surer, then these problems 
must be dealt with in a spirit of cooperation and 
fairness. We must mend our partisan fences 
now. because very soon, the real work begins.
And. then. George Bush can finally show us 
whether he’s fit to be the President that the 
times demand, or just another Warren G. Har­
ding.
material. For those of you who are curious 
about how to get involved, there should be an 
informational meeting soon. Watch Newspeak 
for details or see Professor Durgin in Higgins 
Labs.
Attention 
Everyone!
Need to brush up on your 
writing skills?
Wish you had a chance to 
really apply those newly learned 
accounting skills?
Love photography but your 
budget doesn't allow you to buy 
as much film as you want?
Our staff never has those 
problems.
Newspeak
Real world problems in a col­
lege atmosphere.
There's no salary but it's a 
real job in every other sense of 
the word.
Gain real world skills.
Pursue photography without 
the cost.
Learn how to really write.
Call 831-5464 
or write to 
Box 2700
IQPs in
Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the IQP. It’s three-term mission —  
to seek out new ideas, to relate technology to 
society, to boldly go where no student has ever 
gone before, (theme music).
Sorry about the dramatic intro, but it fit. 
The IQPs referred to are sponsored by WPI- 
Mitre. The W PI-Mitre program has only a few 
IQPs currently underway, but interest is ex­
panding. There are already twelve proposed 
topics for next year, and of these twelve, at 
least six have a high probability of being 
chosen.
The program focuses around the questions 
that have arisen due to the increase o f space 
technology. Many political questions have 
arisen about who may lay claim to certain 
spacial territories, and what materials can be
Space
dumped in space. One of the IQPs currently 
underway. Implication of International Space 
Treaties, examines this problem. The IQP in­
tends to study some space treaties already in 
progress and determine their impact on the 
general populace and the space program.
Another IQP being done this year. Identify­
ing Critical Technologies, will look at current 
technology and try to determine what its future 
will be. From that information the project 
intends to predict which technologies will be 
instrumental in the space program.
Some proposed topics for next year include 
“Measures of Effectiveness and Efficiency 
Space Technology and Mission Impacts", 
“The Ethical Boundary Between Autonomous 
Design and Human Intervention", "The Inter­
actions of Public Support for, and Technologi­
cal Accomplishment of, NASA Missions", 
"Long-Range Planning and Changing Social 
Priorities and Mindsets", “ Mechanisms of 
Technology Transfers Between Space and 
Earth", and “Long Duration Space Missions." 
These are not all the topics, and certainly not all 
you are restricted to. If you have a topic that 
you really like. Professor Durgin said that's 
fine too. If they feel it’s feasible, then you can 
do it.
Don't be intimidated by these topics. Pro­
fessor William Durgin. chairman of the techni­
cal steering committee, says that no back­
ground in space technology is necessary to 
enroll in the program. You don’t even need to 
be an aerospace major to participate. In fact. 
Professor Durgin said that he preferred a diver­
sity of majors. All you need is an interest in the
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Thoreau by Mark Siciliano
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PUZZLE SOLUTION
\ . .the earth is but one country 
and mankind its citizens 
• Baha’u’llah
W P I
BAHA’I CLUB
/ /  interested contact 
Baha'i Club: 797-5678 
Bax 2884
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Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Adhesive 
substance 
6 Schemes
11 Whalebone
12 Consisting of 
lines
14 Hebrew 
measure
15 Toward the left
17 Resulting in
18 Simian
19 Domicile
20 Beverage
21 Concerning
22 Farm buildings
23 Lager
24 Visionary
26 Mountain lakes
27 Matures
28 Presses for 
payment
29 Surfeited 
31 Impedes
34 The sweetsop
35 Rescues
36 Guido’s low 
note
37 Measure of 
weight
38 Flutters
39 Presidential 
nickname
40 Sign on door
41 Heaps
42 Rustic: slang
43 A state 
45 Seesaw
47 Erased: printing
48 Flavor
DOWN
1 Indulge to 
excess
2 Toward shelter
3 Weight of India
4 Symbol for 
tellurium
5 Empowers
6 Walks wearily
7 Unit of Italian 
currency: pi.
8 Emmet
9 Compass point
10 Glossy fabric
11 Piece of cut 
lumber
13 Bellows 
16 Indigent
19 Directed at 
target
20 Brief
22 Wise persons
23 Musical organ­
izations
25 Consumed
26 Melodies
28 Dispossesses
29 Glossy fabric
30 Made amends
31 Possess
32 Footwear
33 Beef animal 
35 Dinner course
38 Broad
39 Vehicle: colloq.
41 Buddy
42 Corded fabric 
44 Brother of Odin 
46 Babylonian
deity
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
"An Outspoken 
Evening with
MORTON 
DOW NEY, JR.!" 
Saturday, l)ec. 3, 
Spin
Tickets available at Teletron 1-800-922-2030, All Ticketron Outlets 
Strawberries Records, Gracia Travel
WORCESTER MEMORIAL 
AUDITORIUM
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Egg Drop contest a smashing success
NKWSPKAK.ST AW PHOTO/MIKK WII 1.1 \MS
"French Toast II" in mid flight.
Elvis Lives! Joe Parashac holds his w inning entry, "French Toast II", after its 
successful fall from  Stratton.
O n W ed n esd ay . N ov em b er l). Pi T au S ig m a held its annual Egg D rop con tes t. T he 
con tes t w as o rig in a lly  schedu led  for N ovem ber 2. but w as p o stp o n ed  b ecause  o f  d an g ero u s  
w ind  shear co n d itions .
T he ob jec t o f  the con tes t was to  build a veh ic le  that w ould  p ro tec t an egg  from  a fall from  
the th ird  flo o r o f  S tratton .
Surv ival w asn 't the o n ly  ob jec t, how ever. T h e  landing veh ic le  had to  hit a desig n a ted  
land ing  zone . O n ly  those en tries  that hit the target w ere co n sid e red  in the judging.
T he day  o f  the con test w as b reezy , so a few  co n tes tan ts  m issed  the land ing  zone c o m ­
pletely . O f  the  ones that w ere on target, on ly  tw o  co n ta in ed  in tact eggs. T he tw o fina lists  
w ere "A m azon  W om en on M oon" and "French T oast II." T he ju d g e s  had a tough  dec is io n , 
finally  aw ard in g  the $50  p ri/e  to "French T o ast 11" fo r it's use o f  "shock ab so rb e rs"  to 
cu sh ion  its fall.
NKWSPKAK STAKK PHOTO/MIKK WILLIAMS
Two contestants wait for the breeze to calm  down before launching their entry.
NKWSPKAK STAKK PHOTO/VIIKK WILLIAMS
Although their egg survived intact, they m issed the landing zone and were d isqu ali­
fied.
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EDITORIAL
Locked doors keep everyone out
As many residents of Founders Hall have realized, the 
outside doors to Founders have been locked all day for a 
week. The purpose of this is to prevent illegal solicita­
tion and security breaches.
A student desiring to enter Founders either had to 
have a key or had to show an ID to prove that he was a 
WPI student and not some weirdo off the streets. Off 
campus students and members of greek houses who are 
on the DAKA meal plan were allowed in upon presenta­
tion of a valid ID.
When the decision was made to set up this system, a 
number o f people were involved, including the police. It 
was decided that the police would be responsible for 
manning the doors to let students in. After a week of 
monitoring the doors, the police should have some sort of 
schedule worked out. Instead, students who wish to eat 
at DAKA and who do not live in Founders have been left 
waiting outside because the police have either been late 
or have not shown up. Perhaps the police were placed in 
an awkward position and were not prepared for losing an 
officer to monitor the doors. However, there is a 
responsibility to the students to ensure that they are able 
to get in to eat the meal for which they pay so dearly.
Aside from the absence o f the police, there was also 
an absence o f notice to the students. Notices should have 
been posted inside and outside of Founders to inform stu­
LETTERS
dents of the impending change. Also, notices should have 
been put under the doors of all students. By doing this, 
all students using the Founders facility would be aware of 
the change instead of discovering the change after the 
fact.
Finally, students and organizations who would be 
using the study rooms in the basement for meetings need 
to be notified before hand so that they would be prepared. 
Often, adult staff and administration schedule meetings 
for these rooms. If they were not informed beforehand 
and scheduled a meeting, how would they get in, unless a 
policeman was there who recognized them? They 
probably would be let in by a student, which would 
encourage just the kind of thing that is trying to be 
avoided. That is, one thing that is to be avoided is 
students opening doors for people they don 't know.
No one can be upset that the school has taken a tough 
stand on security, but perhaps all o f the students should 
have been notified o f what was going on before the doors 
where locked. Also, after a full week, the police should 
have been able to set up some sort of time schedule to 
ensure that a police officer would be available to let 
students in at meal times. Instead o f using the tunnel 
vision approach by simply focusing on implementing the 
security measures, look at the surroundings first and make 
those being affected aware of the changes.
Student “vents spleen” over separate issues
To the editor:
In the midst o f  my third year here 
at WPI I have become increasingly 
bothered by several issues. The most 
prominent o f which is the lack of 
access to the athletic facilities on the 
weekend. I enjoy an occasional bas­
ketball game every now and then and 
it is very difficult to use the courts that 
the school has if they are all locked up 
by 6:00 pm on Saturday nights with 
the Sunday hours a case of “your 
guess is as good as mine” despite what 
the campus police say. Furthermore if 
you call them to ask the hours you are 
generally put through to several dif­
ferent people with the end result being 
“we do have hours but I'm  not sure 
what they are.” It would seem that the 
school should be able to provide ac­
cess to the facilities on campus as long 
as some of the students would like to 
use them. A fter all, that’s the only 
reason they are there, isn’t it?
The main problem with access 
seems to be a lack of trust between the 
administration and the students. Even 
last year the gym was left open until 
10:00 Saturdays w ithout anyone 
supervising it (whether this was done 
with the knowledge of the administra­
tion or not I don’t know.) A return to 
this policy would be extremely nice 
for those o f us who work all day 
Saturday and would still like to get 
some exercise playing basketball on 
the weekends. If the school feels it 
must be able to hold someone respon­
sible then perhaps whoever wanted to 
use the facility could leave their ID 
with the police in exchange for the key 
to the gym. Anything that works with
a minimum of bother should be at 
least thought about by the administra­
tion and if it doesn’t work then they 
should try to find some other alterna­
tive. It seems a terrible waste just to 
let those facilities sit idle when the 
students who pay for them can’t get 
in.
The other issue which really man­
ages to aggravate me is the way the 
police handle the parking situation. 1 
recently parked in one of the visitor 
parking spaces around Beech Tree 
circle for several minutes so that I 
could make it to an IQP meeting 
which had been scheduled at the same 
time I was to get out of work that day. 
I was several minutes late to the 12:00 
meeting which lasted approximately 
15 minutes, when I returned to my car 
I found that it had been ticketed 
($25.00), and furthermore the officer 
wrote that he issued the ticket at a 
quarter to 12:00 (patently impossible 
as the car was not there to be ticketed 
at that time.) I immediately went 
down to the station to see just what it 
was the ticket was for and was told 
that you could not park in the visitor 
parking if you were a student. (I didn’t 
know this and expressed my surprise 
to the officer I talked to, he d idn’t 
seem to care.) I asked how the officer 
who had written up the ticket could 
possibly have known that the car be­
longed to a student and not some 
visitor, I didn’t receive an answer. I 
find this situation to be unacceptable. 
The most ridiculous thing however 
seems to be the criteria for giving out 
tickets, evidently my car looks suspi­
ciously student-like and this was the 
basis for issuing a fine (not at all a
negligible one I might add.)
It is certainly acceptable to pro­
vide a place for the people just visiting 
the campus to park and to try to keep 
it open for them, however sometimes 
it is necessary for a student to park 
near the campus for a short period of 
time. In my own case this happens in­
frequently enough not to justify a 
parking sticker for the main lots but I 
would like to think that I ’m not going 
to get a ticket every time I try to park 
near the campus and an officer gets it 
into his head that my car would look 
better with a nice little citation under 
the windshield wiper.
Any answers or even vague re­
sponses from anyone even remotely 
connected with the issues mentioned 
in this letter would be greatly appreci­
ated. My box number is 914 and it’s 
open anytime.
Daniel L. Reagan '90
SOCCOMM president defends posters
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a letter 
that appeared in N ewspeak on No­
vember 8 written by a Mr. Barone 
pertaining to SOCCOM M ’s use o f the 
word FREE on its movie advertise­
ments. I am glad our advertising is 
effective in notifying students as to 
times and dates of events but I believe 
Mr. Barone has taken the word “Free” 
out of context. It would be ludicrous to 
put “Free with Tuition” on all such 
events, therefore what is meant by 
FREE is there is no additional charge 
at the door. Every student must pay a 
Social Fee, (currently $75) as part of 
their tuition. The majority of this 
money goes to SOCCOMM. This 
money is used by SOCCOMM in 
presenting various events for the stu­
dent body. However, due to the num­
ber of events and the quality o f the 
events it is sometimes necessary to 
charge an additional fee. This is 
avoided whenever possible. An ex­
ample of this was the free lecture by 
Kurt Vonnegut. The event was far 
from “free" since it cost SOCCOMM
over $10,000 but since SOCCOMM 
does not program to make money, we 
felt it unnecessary to charge for ad­
mission. However Jay Leno is a dif­
ferent situation. The $8 charge is to 
offset Leno’s $30,000 price. Yet it is 
still far cheaper than any other venue 
Leno plays. Any student can become 
involved in SOCCOMM and I recom­
mend this for students like Mr. Barone 
who care about the way their Social 
Fee is spent. To join SOCCOMM send 
your name & Box # to box 2539 or 
attend our next General Assembly 
meeting on Nov. 21 at 4:30 in SL 104.
Brian Horgan, ’89 
SOCCOMM President
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To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to the 
new policy where Founders Hall is to 
be locked 24 hours a day.
Being a member of SNaP, I am 
certainly aware of the security prob­
lems that exist on campus. If any­
thing, I support this policy and would 
further like to see it put in place 
campus wide as a safety measure.
However, DAKA is also in Found­
ers and for students like myself who 
don’t live on campus but are on the 
meal plan, it is getting real annoying 
when I need to get in to eat and the 
building is a fortress. Supposedly, 
someone is to be there, checking ID’s 
during DAKA hours to let students in 
the building.
Well, in the first week of implem­
entation, there have been seven (7)
separate occasions where no one was 
around. I ’m getting pissed off having 
to stand in the rain or cold, waiting for 
a student to leave Founders so that I 
can get in and eat!
I won’t go to Morgan, because it is 
overcrowded as it is and it is a much 
further walk from my apartment. 
Besides, I paid my money and should 
be able to eat where and when I 
choose. If nobody is going to be 
around, then issue me a key!
I don’t blame Campus Police 
since they are only pawns in the ever 
ongoing campus politics. Someone 
made the policy and someone isn’t 
following through with it. I don’t 
really know who’s to blame (nor do I 
care) but whoever it is had better solve 
the problem!
Michael Bilodeau ’91
Headline misleading
To the Editor
I was astonished to read in the 
Nov. 1 issue of N ewspeak the front 
page headline “Area Rapist Appre­
hended". The story that was written by 
Heidi Lundy was, as far as I know, 
entirely accurate. It is only the head­
line 1 find objectionable.
It is the tradition in this country —  
and one that I ani sure you agree with 
—  that a person is presumed innocent 
until proved guilty. Your headline 
shows that you are remarkably care­
less about a long legal tradition that 
doubtless goes back before Magna 
Carta. Should you make this kind of 
error when employed on a newspaper 
you could soon find yourself involved 
in a nasty lawsuit.
I think you owe your readers, as 
well as Mr. Donald Comerford (the 
accused) a public apology for having 
so cavalierly by-passed a system of 
justice that has been laboriously built 
up over the centuries.
D avid Todd
Emeritus Professor o f Chemistry
Dear Readers: Newspeak does 
apoligize fo r  the misleading headline. 
It should have read Alleged Area 
Rapist Apprehended. We did not wish 
to imply that the alleged assaulant 
had already been tried and convicted 
o f any o f the 19 counts currently being 
held against him. Newspeak will try 
to keep the campus informed o f any 
further news o f the case. The Editor
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John Whitson GS
Probably not, because considering the 
amount o f special purpose books that come in, 
the shipping is probably most of the expense. 
They seem to be doing a pretty good job as it is.
Jennifer Papp ’90
For one o f my classses, only five books were 
available, for another, 25 students did not have 
books for the first week. This is not a rare 
incident, and coupled with their insanely high 
prices makes one wonder if they really care 
about the students.
Vahid Motevalli - teacher
I think that they should be regulated and 
they close too early. The right of the bookstore 
to operate on campus should correspond to 
some benefit to students and faculty. O ther­
wise we should have a student run bookstore.
Eric Brown ’91
I think they should be regulated price wise 
on the price of books and supplies. The only 
reason the prices are so high is that they have 
no competition.
LETTERS COMMENTARY
Displeasure with bookstore widespread
Prices out of this world
To the Editor:
Every time I walk into the WPI 
bookstore, I am amazed at the outra­
geous prices they charge for common 
school supplies. Recently, I went to 
the bookstore to purchase a leather 
bound folder for carrying resumes, 
etc. into job interviews. When I 
looked at the price of one o f these 
folders, $19 .95 ,1 promptly put it back 
on the shelf and walked away in disbe­
lief. Later that afternoon I drove to 
Spag’s where I saw the exact same 
folder (minus the WPI logo) for 
$9.95, along with other styles as inex­
pensive as $4.95. This is just one 
example of the incredible price m ark­
ups found on goods sold at the book­
store.
I’m sure an Economics major 
would argue that Spag’s deal in high 
volume and can therefore afford to 
sell at lower prices, along with a 
hundred other economic theories I 
wouldn’t fully understand. What it 
comes down to is that the students 
who are unable to get to Spag’s, or 
wherever, are forced to pay these 
highly inflated prices. The worst part 
of it is that the profits from the book­
store all go to line the pockets of some 
off-campus organization most stu­
dents know nothing about. This fact 
brings me to the point o f  this letter.
I d idn ’t write this letter just to
complain about high prices, but rather 
to pose a question to the student body. 
Why can’t this school have a coopera­
tive bookstore run by the students, 
where the profits from the sales go to 
student organizations? Yeah, imagine 
that, a bookstore run as a student 
operated business to benefit on-cam- 
pus interests such as SOCCOMM or 
the Pub. Sounds like an innovative 
idea that would be right at home at a 
college that prides itself on an innova­
tive approach to education. But any­
one who is familiar with the world 
outside o f WPI knows that this is not 
a new idea at all. Several schools such 
as UConn, Harvard and MIT have run 
successful co-op bookstores for years.
and I’m sure that there’s hundreds of 
other schools doing it nationwide. 
Which brings me back to my question, 
why can’t WPI do it?
I’ll close this letter with a chal­
lenge to the freshmen and sopho­
mores of this school to investigate the 
feasibility of a cooperative bookstore 
at WPI. (That almost sounds like an 
IQP topic, doesn’t it?) I say this to the 
freshmen and sophomores because it 
is you people who will be here long 
enough to implement such an idea and 
still be around to see the rewards of 
your efforts. Until then, take my ad­
vice and shop at Spag’s.
David Anderson '88 ME
Professor asks for feedback
Dear Students and Faculty,
In my recent experience the WPI 
Bookstore has not ordered a sufficient 
quantity of textbooks for a few of my 
classes. This inadequate supply of 
textbooks has caused repeated diffi­
culties for me and some o f  my stu­
dents. I find this textbook shortage 
unacceptable.
I am using the forum of Newspeak 
to conduct an informal survey o f stu­
dents and faculty. Please send me a
note detailing your experiences with 
the WPI Bookstore. Have you had 
trouble securing the required text­
books and school supplies? Or, has the 
WPI Bookstore fully met your educa­
tional needs? Please let me know.
I will share the results of this sur­
vey with the readers of Newspeak, the 
WPI administration and faculty com ­
mittees.
Professor Richard D. Sisson, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering
Ask Mike
Dealing with a Roommate
Dear Readers, I guess everyone 
had a good week or a rough week 
because I did not get any letters; 
however, people have been asking me 
about living with their roommates.
Some roommate assignments did 
not turn out so well. Some people get 
nerds for roommates (or they are the 
nerd while their roommate is okay). 
Actually, it is just that some people 
are not compatible as roommates. 
Most people suffer through the year 
with these people, because it is not 
that bad. However, some contemplate 
killing this unwanted roommate. 
There are a few ways to deal with this 
problem. The most obvious is to move 
out. By going through Residential 
Life, you or your roommate can move 
into another room. This is known as 
switching roommates. I don’t recom ­
mend this unless both parties are w ill­
ing. You could end up making an 
enemy for life. You can try avoiding 
your roommate. However, this could 
be worse than having them move out. 
My best advice would be to compro­
mise and leam to be friends. You 
should get to know your roommate 
better than anyone else. Try to talk to 
your roommate and discuss your likes 
and dislikes. Tell him/her that going
to bed at 9:00 pm is not the best thing 
for a social life. Try to entice them to 
be more open. If you are a wild and 
crazy person, try toning it down some. 
Tell your roommate he/she drives you 
crazy talking about their spouse. 
Maybe by telling them, they will get 
the hint. Try to treat a roommate like 
a brother or sister, or at least like a 
friend.
I know how it is having a jerk for 
a roommate. He owed me money, and 
used to keep me up late listening to 
garbage music. I sacrificed it though 
because I knew no one else would put 
up with him. However even I finally 
snapped and told him my gripes. He 
straightened out some what, and I 
ended up keeping him from commit­
ting suicide. All my room mates 
helped this one guy when the chips 
were down. We all hated how he acted 
at times, but we knew we had to help. 
Try to give a little and you might get 
something in return. If worse comes to 
worse, get a transfer assignment from 
Residential Life. However, I guaran­
tee it will be a mistake to move out of 
one building into another.
Is a long distance relationship 
giving you a problem? Ask Mike for 
help and advice. Box 2142 or 2700.
Observations from the Asylum
Welcome to the Computer Age
R ubes® By Leigh Rubin
by Alton Reich 
Newspeak Staff
1 don’t mind computers, in fact I 
like them sometimes. I like them 
when I understand what they’re 
doing. Even if they’re not doing what 
I want I don’t get too upset, until I no 
longer know what’s going on.
Lately I find m yself closer and 
closer to taking an axe to some of the 
computers around campus. I simply 
fail to understand what they’re doing. 
For someone who grew up with the 
primitive, but friendly operating sys­
tem o f an Apple to suddenly be ex­
posed to UNIX, well you can imagine 
the shock.
What is this garbage of me getting 
a directory when I type LS, I want a 
file listing. To get that I need to use 
CAT, I always thought that was a 
small four legged furry animal, appar­
ently I was wrong. How about GREP, 
I was under the impression that they 
made wine out of those.
The worst part is that just when I 
figured it couldn’t get any worse than 
the Encore, which I was beginning to 
get along with, I decided to take Pas­
cal. I had heard it was a UNIX com ­
puter and I said to myself, “No prob­
lem, I know how to do  all sorts of 
useful things on the Encore. I
shouldn’t have any trouble with this 
machine." There is a saying about self 
delusion being the strongest drug.
I ’ve learned some amazing things 
in'the past two weeks, like all UNIX 
machines are not alike, and they could 
be a lot more user friendlier. One 
friend of mine com m ented that. 
“UNIX was not made for the general 
public.” Someone else wondered if he 
could go back in time and blow up 
Bell Labs when UNIX was being 
devloped. These are some o f the more 
radical views I ’ve encountered. I 
think UNIX is useable. But for those 
(like me) w ho’s background is on 
PC’s and small main frames, UNIX is 
a tough system to learn, because it just 
isn’t very friendly.
A junior who was reminiscing 
about the DEC com m ented that 
“UNIX is fine for CS majors, but the 
res! of us want something easier to 
use." I agree that UNIX is becoming 
the industry standard in the computer 
science field, but I'm  not sure those of 
us who just have accounts on the 
Encore because it’s the thing to do are 
overjoyed about the operating sys­
tem.
I’m taking Pascal and using a dif­
ferent UNIX machine and it has 
suceeded in driving me totally mad. I 
took a Pascal course two years age and 
1 still remember some of the language.
I remember waiting expectantly for 
ten minutes to see if a program would 
compile, and being really annoyed 
when it d idn’t. On this machine it 
takes less time to compile, but I ’m 
still annoyed when things don’t com ­
pile. Compiling is also different; I 
was informed that in order to use real 
variables,I’d need to compile differ­
ently than normal. This of course 
came after I spent six hours trying to 
fix a perfectly good program that 
would compile, but not run because I 
was using real variables.
I can ’t understand how CS majors 
deal with computers all the time, they 
must be very good at what they do, or 
they must enjoy stress. From the 
“gweepers" that I know, I get the 
feeling that they are very good at what 
they do, but one never can tell what 
stressfuly masochistic tendencies lie 
behind cool exteriors. I know that 1 
couldn’t deal with machines that 
always do what I say, not what I mean 
for very long; I’d go insane and really 
end up in the Asylum.
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Fuller Labs gets off the ground
Over the past four months, there has been tremendous progress made on the construction of the 
new Fuller Laboratory. Those who were at WPI this summer saw the initial stages of construction: the 
storage o f the building materials, the leveling of the ground (that was once part of the ‘hill’), and 
preparations for the pouring o f the foundation. Since that time, there has been rapid progress in the 
construction. Most recently, a giant crane has appeared at the construction site. This crane is being used 
to hoist beams into place for the structure of the building. The last photo in the series shows that the 
construction is at a point where one can visualize the actual appearance of the building.
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SPORTS
Men's basketball season to start on November 18
by M elinda Nadeau 
Newspeak Staff
On Friday, November 18th W PI's m en's 
basketball season shall get underway. The 
season starts with a seven year tradition, the 
W orcester Tournament. The four teams play­
ing in the tournament are Clark. Worcester 
State. Nichols, and our own WPI. In the past 
the tournament has been won once by WPI and 
all other times by Clark.
Coach Ken Kaufman looks to this tourna­
ment as being "a little scary. Worcester State 
has often come close to upsetting us." The first 
game is a great concern because "you must win 
the first game to go on to the championship, 
which is very competitive."
Last year, the Engineers saw two seasons in 
one. They had a slow start in the first eight
games with two wins, six losses, but made up 
for that in the last seventeen games with 13 
wins. 4 losses. Coach Kaufman states, "we had 
a rough start, but an exciting ending." He 
expects a more difficult season this year.
The team has seen some changes for this 
year with the loss o f four senior starters : Chris 
Brunone. Mike McCourt, Dan Sioui, and Ken 
Willis. Filling their spots will be sophomore 
guard Tom Bartolomei, junior guard Jeff 
Ayotte, junior center Art Ouimet. junior guard 
Skip Bower, and senior center Mark C/.ere- 
puszko whose field goal percentage is fifth in 
the country at 67.3%. Other players that will 
see a lot of action in the season are sophomores 
Chris Davis, Erik Perry, Kris Weeks, and 
Kevin Daniels, and senior Matt Glubiak as 
backup for Mark Czerepuszko.
Coach Kaufman described this year's a tti­
tude as “cautiously optimistic.” He feels the
team has the potential for a winning season. 
"Our work is cut out for us. Everyone has to 
make positive contributions."
The schedule for this year features a game 
against Harvard, a division I team, on Wed. Jan 
4th and one against Amherst, on December 
3rd. The Amherst game will be highlighted by 
two of the best players in New England: W PI's 
Mark Czerepuszko and A m herst's Graham 
Yoff. Both players are bona fide New England 
contenders. There will be three consecutive 
home games early in the season: November 30 
against Babson, December 3 against Amherst, 
and December 8 against Wesleyan. In the 
December games it is very important for the 
team to establish a "respectable record” in 
order to have "potential for the rest of the 
season."
The varsity games this year will start at 
7:30 and end around 9:30 to make it easier for
the student body to attend.
The team has had a successful 7 in a row 
winning season so far with 106 wins and 68 
losses. 1'he coach and the players shall keep up 
that "WPI philosophy o f being competitive" 
and hope for another winning season this year. 
Good luck guys!
Alumni Gym 
weekend hours
Alumni Gym now has weekend 
hours. On Saturday, It is open from 9
to 5pm, As of yet there are no pool and
ER OF ELM AND PARK Ct
TO PARKVIEW TOWER
Men’s soccer wins, ties, and losesField Hockey 
team expresses 
appreciation
To the Students, Faculty. Administration, 
and the College Community,
The 1988 W om en’s Field Hockey Team 
and Coaching Staff wish to extend our thanks 
and appreciation for your loyalty and support 
of our program this past season. We feel fortu­
nate to be one of the very few field hockey 
teams in the country to have many fans at our 
games. All o f your support was very instru­
mental in our success. Thank you and we hope 
to have you with us again next season.
(WPI News Release) - The Engineers de­
feated MIT, 2-1, in what coach Alan King 
described as “one of their best games of the 
season.” An early lapse in W PI’s defense al­
lowed MIT to score an easy goal, but the 
Engineers prevailed with a strong team ef­
fort, King said.
Junior forward Rob DiGregorio scored 
both of W PI's goals with assists from junior 
midfielder Jamie White and junior back Paul 
Handlon. The win was a costly one. as DiGre­
gorio was injured while scoring his game 
winning goal.
The Engineers fell. 5-1, against Bowdoin
College on October 26. Defensive break­
downs and accidents proved costly. King said. 
WPI was soundly outplayed in the second half 
after being down by just 2-1 with 35 minutes 
remaining in the game, he noted. Scoring 
W PI's lone goal was sophomore Brian Daly.
The team tied Holy Cross College, l - l ,  in 
a hard-fought game played in the cold and 
rain. WPI took an early lead on a goal by 
freshman forward Greg Tucker which was 
assisted by senior forward Chris Simmler. 
Holy Cross retaliated before the end o f the 
first period.
Student professional awareness conference to be held
WPI teams place 
well
Golf Team Places Second in Paul N.
Johnson Cup Match
(WPI News Release) - The m en’s golf team 
placed second in the Paul N. Johnson Cup 
match at the Pleasant Valley Country Club in 
Sutton. Massachusetts. WPI scored 341 points, 
just two points behind top-place finisher Holy 
Cross College.
Senior captain Tim Brindamour finished 
with a score o f 83, to put him in a tie for third 
place with T.J. Pierce from Holy Cross. WPI 
senior Mark Bugbee and junior Nick Caparelli 
who both scored 84, were part of a four-way tie 
for fourth place.
Men’s X-C at New England 
Championships
(WPI News Release) W PI’s m en’s team 
finished a respectable 12 out of 30 teams in the 
championship.
Capt. Arthur Resca was W PI’s first man as 
he has been all season finishing 16th. Brian 
Foley was second for WPI in 35th place. Chris 
Labarre 40th, David Berthiaume was 97th, and 
David Cortese was 100.
One hundred and ninety three runners 
competed. This was the season finale for the 
12-1 cross country team.
several principles of interpersonal com m uni­
cation in group presentation, including the 
proper use o f visual aids.
Attorney Joseph Iandiorio from Boston 
will discuss intellectual property rights and 
patents. Some topics included will be who 
owns the work that an engineer does for a 
company, and how to document the develop­
ment of an idea to protect one’s rights.
Professor Norman Wittels is a member of 
the Electrical Engineering Department at WPI. 
Before joining the faculty, he started and ran 
his own company for several years. He will 
share his experience as an interviewer for the 
company, discussing what an interviewer 
looks for and what the interviewee can do to 
present himself best.
The SPAC conference to be held at WPI is 
one o f about six that will be held on campuses 
around the country this year. The Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) is 
an international organization, and it has been 
promoting SPAC conferences for about eight 
years.
Congratulations to Scott Senay for identifying the "bridge" over 
the nuclear reactor. This week's photo is a bit tougher, but you can 
win a free Domino's pizza with one topping if you can identify it. 
The winner will be determined by drawing from all correct entries. 
Submit entries to: Newspeak, BOX 2700.
STUDENT SPECIAL
$ 1 1 . 0 0 OUR REG $14.50
• s‘
WASH - CUT - BLOWDRY
OFFER GOOD THRU YEAR 
WITH COLLEGE I.D.
What the Heck is This?
by Professor Dan Wolaver
A Student Professional Awareness Confer­
ence (SPAC) will be sponsored by the WPI
student branch o f IEEE on December 7, 1988. 
In keeping with the organization’s purpose of 
helping engineering students make the transi­
tion to industry, this conference will address 
topics such as how to interview for a job, what
property rights an engineer has to his ideas, and 
how to make an effective technical presenta­
tion. Although the four speakers are all electri­
cal engineers, their messages are o f interest to 
all engineering students.
The conference will begin with talks by the 
four speakers W ednesday afternoon in Kini- 
cutt Hall. The conference will continue with a 
dinner for all registered for the conference, and 
it will conclude withe a panel discussion that 
involves the audience. Registration is open to 
all of the WPI community. The cost is $5 to 
IEEE members and $ 12 for nonmembers. (The 
cost of the dinner is included in the registration 
fee.) Registration is free to all joining the IEEE 
this fall; see Prof. Wolaver in the EE depart­
ment for membership information. Tickets for 
the conference are available from Prof. 
Wolaver, from IEEE branch president Kathy 
Hepp (WPI box 2040), or in the AK Lounge 
Fridays from 9 to II am.
The speakers bring a wide range of indus­
trial experience. Bill Stepanek is an engineer 
with IBM in Princeton, New Jersey. He re­
ceived a EE degree in 1985. His talk, "Reality, 
What A Concept!" will discuss the changes 
that occur when a student moves from acade­
mia to industry. He will show how a student’s 
courses and extracurricular activities influ­
ence his professional career.
Another speaker, James Watson, is a sales 
director at the Ohio Edison Company in Akron, 
Ohio. He received a EE degree in 1958 and is 
a registered Professional Engineer in Ohio. 
Mr. Watson has spoken before more than 25 
major national conventions. His talk “The 
Communications Connection" will present
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COMING SATURDAY DECEMBER 10, 1988 
HARRINGTON AUDITORIUM 8:30 PM
TICKETS $8.00 STUDENTS ON SALE WED NOV. 16
$  10.00 WPI STAFF, FACULTY AND AT 8:00 AM IN
CONSORTIUM STUDENTS DANIELS TICKET 
$14.00 PUBLIC WINDOW
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE 
FOR ALL RESERVED SEATING
DIRECT FROM THE JOHNNY CARSON
SHOW,
SOCCOMM PRESENTS...
JAY LENO
-»» •* ! aSt. .A J
Tuesday November 15,1988
CLUB CORNER
Alpha Phi Omega
Andy got toasted!!!!... One question - Does 
Santa have blue insides?... Sorry I puked Blue 
Kool-Aid Steve, at least it was not in your car! 
Pure Energy!... The lowly Pledges love your 
party’s guys - Sorry about all the spillage!... 
Heidi, how long did your hangover last?... Lick 
me, huh Kev?... HA! Hi APO... What is the 
fourth stage?... So church lady, was that spit or 
swallow?... Thanks for the warning Paul - I 
pulled over just in time. So how long was I at the 
party?... Is the King of Saftey Pins still holding 
together?... Nice picture Cindy.!... Pinky - you 
smell incredible!... Three Bears!?... AAAH - 
the smell of burnt pork - the sound of breaking 
glass - the sight of a throbbing ceiling. What I 
night... Hi, I ’m here. Is anyone out there?... 
Want to gowth us to get a cheeseburger at 
McDonalds?
Well the great weekend of National Service 
Day sure proved eventful, what with a party the 
night before, one hell o f a day, and a party the 
night of. Did anyone get any schoolwork ac­
complished? How many of you have colds? 
Any how I’m sure Larry thanks us for the help 
on Saturday, and lets get psyched to continue 
our relationship with the physically and men­
tally challenged in the future (shovel anyone?)
Conclave last weekend was super (or at least 
I think it should be super). This week remember 
to work at the food drive at Shaw ’s. Also 
support our brothers in Masque by going to 
THE FOREIGNER. And those of you who
NEWSPEAK
enjoyed both of Twelve Mile Limits gigs re­
cently can help support them by showing up at 
McGuillicuddy’s on Wed. evening. The battle 
of the bands they are in gets judged by how 
many fans root for the band, so since one of the 
bands they are going up against is having most 
of TKE show up, they need all the help they can 
get.
Elections are coming up soon, so I won't be 
the one writing this column much longer, thank 
god. I’m running out of nifty things to say not 
to mention that my brain is fried. Well I’ve got 
other poop to do. so have a nice day.
WPI Lesbian and Gay Alliance
For anyone who missed our last meeting, 
movie night went quite well. At our next meet­
ing we will be deciding on the types of projects 
we will undertake in C term. Anyone wishing to 
contact us please write to: LAGA Box 5965. 
ALL GROUP MEMBERS NAMES ARE 
HELD STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. It is the 
purpose of L.A.G.A. to provide support, social 
functions, and to work on education the campus 
on gay issues.
Pep Band
Salutations! Welcome to a new season. Just 
to recap, WPI went 0- 3 in games we played last 
term. South High, on the other hand, went 2-0. 
W e’re hoping for a better basketball season!
Speaking of basketball, our first home game
is on W ednesday, November 30. The game 
starts at 7:30 (that's 7:00 for you and me). But 
more on that as the time arrives.
Since w e're between seasons, now is the 
perfect time for anyone to join who’s interested. 
Just show up at rehearsals (Mondays and Thurs­
days at 4:30 in basement of Alden) or send mail 
to the Pep Band box ( 5 173).
I would like to announce to all members that 
we grossed in excess of $500 on the Haunted 
House. If any member has a large apartment in 
which we could have our Christmas Party, let 
me know. If we make a mess. I will personally 
stay behind and clean up. Speaking o f money, 
we have a new fund-raising venture with little 
effort on your part. Sound good? Talk to me at 
M onday’s rehearsal and I'll tell you about it. 
The 8 x 10’s of everyone's favorite piccolo 
player might be in by then! Until next we 
rehearse, this is Cap Cabral signing off!
SAB
Money, money, money. Who wants some 
money? Well, if your club wants some more 
money just come down to the SAB office and 
pick up some raffle tickets. Your club keeps 
90% of the money you get by selling the tickets 
and you get a chance to win some great prizes. 
Get your Christmas shopping done early and for 
free at the Greendale Mall; have a night on the 
town in Boston; win thousands in the lottery. 
What could be better?!
The SAB is also running a workshop dealing
with leadership, group activities and interac­
tions. and how to make your group more suc­
cessful. It’s only for a day and the conference 
and food are free so contact your club president 
or an SAB officer and tell them you want to 
come. Conference is going to be held this Satur­
day.
Wireless Association
Look up! Look up! See our new guy wires? 
A ren't they nice? Thanks to everyone who 
showed up for our first real club activity: the 
W IY K  Guy-Wire Party! A good time was had 
by all. I’m sure, and thanks to whoever provided 
the soda! Under the able leadership o f Bob 
Taylor, N AIQ , and Bob “Chappaquiddik” In- 
derbit/.en, NQIR. the new wires are up and 
holding nicely, and the 160m antenna is even up 
again. Now for those upgrades...
W IA W  trip to Newington, CT is on for 
Saturday, December 3rd. We will need drivers, 
so if you can drive, let Bob know. Operation 
Santa Claus is progressing nicely, more on that 
at our meeting this week.
Meeting this week is not at our normal time, 
so that hopefully other interested parties can at­
tend. This Thursday, November 17, at 7:00 pm 
in SL 01 I or Salisbury Lounge. Note the time 
change.
Hope to see everyone at the meeting, and 
others who had not been able to attend previ­
ously.
GREEK CORNER
Phi Sigma Sigma
I hope everyone is getting psyched for our 
Thanksgiving Dinner. Good Luck with those 
turkeys, Tam m y! Remember to get your money 
to Tammy and if you have some time give her a 
hand. Keep your eyes open for big pots for 
Tammy, big boxes for Kristen and Karin is still 
looking for rocking chairs.
There are only 2 full weekends left before 
the Christmas Party. One of those weekends is 
Thanksgiving break so get out there and find 
that perfect date.
It was so exciting to have our Grand Archon 
up Friday night. Kim Able is the greatest! For­
mal meeting this Wednesday at 7:00 pm in the 
Janet Earle Room.
Happy Birthday Wishes to Laura F. and 
Robin W.
Sisters remember to help those pledges with 
their classes. W e’re almost halfway through b- 
term and with that comes lots of exams. Good 
Luck to Everyone. LITP
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Well, the foosball tournament is off to a big 
start with an upset by Grabs and Brett and the 
Big guy club powering a win. They are just plain 
intimidating. Webb, Ukes. Clouts and GJ also
IS ENROLLING 
INARMTROTC
r ijT m n o i
FROM ENLISTING?
Few tim es  a re  you g iven  the  
c h a n c e  to t r y  s o m e th in g  for 
two y e a rs  w i thou t  o b l ig a t io n .  
Army ROTC is one of them 
Your f r e s h m a n  a n d  s o p h o ­
m ore  years  a r e  an in troduction  
into the life o f  an Army officer. 
Y o u ' l l  a t t e n d  c l a s s e s  t h a t  
a re  tau g h t  b y  full- time A rm y 
o f f i c e r s  w h o ' l l  t r a in  y o u  to 
b e c o m e  a l e a d e r  T each  you  
e th ics  Land navigation Small 
unit tac tics A n d  h e lp  you d e ­
v e l o p  t h e  i n i t i a t i v e  to t a k e  
charg e
You d o n ' t  have  to m a k e  a 
co m m itm en t  until y o u r  junior 
y ea r  If you d o  d e c i d e  to b e  
c o m e  an  officer in th e  United 
States Army, you'll  r e c e iv e  ad  
v a n c e d  t ra in ing  in th e  l e a d e r ­
ship  skills it t ak e s  to s u c c e e d  
A n d  w h e n  you  g r a d u a t e ,  
yo u ' l l  h a v e  e a r n e d  a n  A rm y 
Lieutenant's  g o ld  bar as  well as 
a c o l l e g e  d e g r e e  W ith  th is  
com petit ive  e d g e ,  you  can  in­
c r e a s e  y o u r  c h a n c e s  for s u c ­
c es s  e ither in a civilian c a r e e r  
w h i le  fu lf i l l ing  y o u r  c o m m i t ­
ment in the U S Army Reserve  
or National G u a rd ,  o r  as a c a ­
re e r  officer in the active  Army.
Army ROTC You can  try it 
ou t  for tw o  y e a r s ,  b u t  if y ou  
stick with it. the p ay b ac k  can  
last a lifetime
QbhbzS1
ARMY ROTC 
RESERVE 0ITKIRS'TRAINING CORPS
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOG CAN TAKE.
F in d  o u t  m o re .  C o n t a c t  C a p t a i n  Cugno in  
room 2 8 ,  H a r r i n g t o n  A u d i to r iu m  o r  c a l l  
7 5 2 - 7 2 0 0 .
won. Bowling did excellent this week with B- 
team winning 3 out of 4 and A-team sweeping. 
We are still waiting for the dormant Rob Rafter, 
to show us his stuff. Hey guys, don’t forget 
tonight, if Newspeak comes out on time, is a free 
performance of W Pl’s own Jazz Ensemble in 
the Lower Wedge at 8:00. The Eminent Pod on 
bass, of course.
Well, since I haven't said it in a long time, 
Duh! The real question is, is Gene Goldfish just 
trying to be funny or does he really like to see the 
fat roll? I hear W ebb's doing really well at his 
interviews because of his hands-on experience. 
Mersen- plow. Hey, Room 1 guys, when are we 
going to have a wine-spritzer party?
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon would 
like to congratulate Mark "King” Goddard in 
his recent engagement, to Melissa “ the Queen’ 
Metivier. W'e hope you have lots of luck in the 
future. In sports, TKE is looking great, as al­
ways in bowling and we hope to get another 
great season. The bowling team destroyed the 
Apes 4-0 and defeated Fiji 3-1. And in hoop, 
TKE(a) beat ATO 3 1 -3 0 andTKE(b) 28-18. We 
would also like to wish good luck to our future 
(raters at Merrimack college who came to visit 
us last week. We also had a visit from brothers 
studying at Suffolk University. It’s great to be 
part of such brotherhood.
T h e ta  Chi
The weekend to look forward to this B-term 
is almost upon us. On Saturday Theta Chi will 
be having its Fourth Annual Beach Party. Get 
all that summer apparel out of storage.
W e’d like to thank our futures committee for 
doing an excellent job organizing our retreat last 
Thursday. In addition, Tang put together a fine 
series o f events for the following evening.
Where have the raids gone? Feel free to 
have an anti-raid at some point guys. As for 
Theta Chi sports, A-team Hoops maintains a 
winning record with its two latest victories. 
George, w hat's your laundry secret? Gweeks, 
congrats on your dual state dispersal. An occur­
rence never before seen: Jon and Todd’s car 
both running at the same time. Will the real 
Kent please stand up. Chris blows his chance of
getting straight A ’s this term when he saves his 
roommates life at lunch. Beware of Tatum, the 
house.
Zeta Psi
Congratulations to the Brothers who were 
responsible for our basketball win Tuesday. 
Good game guys!
Thanks to Mike for getting ME a complete 
DAKA place setting - I’m sure they’ll never 
miss it! Guys, learn your stuff, and stay psy­
ched- good job so far.
“Nuff said for this week.... Bye!
Cadets live the 
Army life
From Friday, November 4. until Sunday, 
November 6, cadets in the Baystate Battalion 
participated in the fall Field Training Exercise 
(FI X). The FTX provided the cadets with their 
first view of life in the Army. The cadets lived 
in Army barracks, ate their meals at the Army 
mess hall or ate field rations, and received Army 
training.
The cadets received instruction in Land 
Navigation, using a compass to determine how 
to travel to a destination. The cadets also went 
through the Combat Confidence Course which 
is designed to build teamwork and build the 
cadets’ confidence. The cadets were also given 
the opportunity to become familiar with the 
Arm y’s M -16 rifle. More experienced cadets, 
MSIIIs, were given the chance to qualify with 
the rifle, while newer cadets, MSIs and MSIIs, 
were introduced to the fundamentals o f marks­
manship.
Also during the FTX, cadets were given 
instruction in military marching, making Army 
tents, using the LAW (light anti-tank weapon), 
setting up mines, and basic map reading and 
compass skills. During the weekend, safety was 
strongly stressed and all the training was con­
ducted in a very safe manner. The FTX gave 
cadets from different institutions in the Worc­
ester area the chance to meet each other in a 
learning environment. The weekend was ex­
tremely successful and enjoyable for all those 
who attended.
COMPUTER DISCOUNTS
For Students, Faculty, and Administrators
Serving the educational community ■ ■ ■
for 5 years providing special pricing
to local colleges and their students flHHK
AnoL /Receive up to a 
DISCOUNT off Manufacturer’s 
suggested retail prices.
P re se n t a sc h o o l 10 to  rece iv e  an  add itional 1 0 % o ff s to re  |DM
p rice s  w hich  a re  a lread y  d isc o u n te d  20 to  30  p e rce n t.
Compatibles
GENERAL COMPUTER STORES
H a m ilto n  P la z a  W e s t •  ( fo r m e r  D a a rs k ln  P la ta )  
6 8 0  W o re a s ta r  Rd. •  R t. 9  • F R A M IN G H A M . M A  (508) 872-2084
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CLASSIFIEDS
Play Bass? Box I2I3.
HUNGRY?
THINK
ITALIAN
THINK
ANGELA’S
257 Park Ave.
Worcester, Ma.
Tues.-Sun: 4:30-10:30
YOU QUALIFY FUn i 
INSTANT CREDIT!
S t a r t  m a k in g  c r e d i t  p u r - |  
c h a s e s  IMMEDIATELY! We .  
w i l l  s e n d  y o u  a  M em b ers  • 
C r e d i t  C a rd  a t  o n c e  w i t ! i |  
NO CREDIT CHECK. Buy n n y |  
J e w e l r y ,  C l o t h i n g , S p o r t - ,  
in g  G o o d s .W a tc h e s , E l e c - 1  
t r o n l c s  & MORE! A l l  w i t h |  
I n s t a l l m e n t  p a y m e n ts  o u t .  
o f  o u r  " G i a n t  10 0 +  P a g e s *  
C a t a l o g . "  T a k e  12 m o n t h s |  
t o  r e p a y .  Y o u r  p e r s o n a l |  
c r e d i t  c a r d  i s  a  - s e c o n d -
I . D . -  v a l u a b l e  f o r  c h e c k !  
c a s h i n g ,  e t c .  p l u s  y o u r |  
S t u d e n t s  C r e d i t  G ro u p  ■ 
A - l  r e f e r e n c e  w i l l  b e  o n "  
f i l e  t o  h e l p  y o u  o b t a i n  I  
o t h e r  c r e d i t  c a r d s .  So |  
s e n d  i n  y o u r  $5 c a t a l o g  ■ 
d e p o s i t  n o w . ( r e f u n d a b l e *  
w i t h  y o u r  f i r s t  o r d e r )  
Eitabbh cxBdrt Today1 
100H Sjtljfjdon Ounnteed 
(or your Money Back)
Him___________________
tf+HMUH J
1 v 1' I 
I
__________________ I
/MEMBERS ro: J
S lu d e n ls  RU T UUDCW W E. |  
GfiOL* F10RIM 33338j
I Newspeak will run classifieds free for all WPI students, faculty, and staff Free classifieds are limited to si* (6) lines. Ads I
of a commercial nature and ads longer than si* lines must be paid for at the off campus'commercial rate of $3.00 for the first si* 
lines and 50 cents per additional line.
Classified ads must be paid for in advance.
No information which, in the opinion of (he Newspeak editors, would identify an individual to the community will be printed 
m a personal ad The editors reserve the right to refuse any ad deemed to be in bad taste or many ads from one group or individual 
on one sub|ect.
The deadline for ads is the Friday before publication.
All classified ads must be on individual sheets of paper and must be accompanied by the writer's name, address and phone
Name__________________________________Phone
Address_______________________________ Total Enclosed $_
AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
Allow only 30 characters per line
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA - Immediate open­
ings for men and women. $1 I ,(X)0 to $60,000. 
C onstruction , m anufacturing , secretarial 
work, nurses, engineering, sales. Hundreds of 
jobs listed. Call now! (206) 736-7000.
LOVE YOllR BODY! Weekly group for 
women. Mon eves 6-7:30 B Term. Student 
Counseling Center.. 157 West St.
CRUISE SHIPS - Now hiring Men and 
Women. Summer and career opportunities 
(will train). Excellent pay plus world travel. 
Hawaii. Bahamas. Caribbean. Etc. CALL 
NOW! (206) 736-7000.
Boston area patent law firm desires to meet 
students with a strong technical background 
interested in pursuing careers in patent law. 
Candidates should have an electronics, com­
puter science, chemical engineering, or bio­
technology background. Will consider full­
time of part-time working arrangements while 
candidates attend law school. If interested, 
please send resume to James M. Smith. Esq., 
Hamilton. Brook, Smith & Reynolds, Two 
Militia Drive. Lexington. MA 02173.
Students needed to work in Alumni Gym 
Saturday and Sunday. You DO NOT have to 
qualify for work study - see Coach Masucco, 
Alumni Gym - Dependability and Reliability 
are essential qualities.
“CAM PUS REPS NEEDED" earn big 
commissions and free trips by selling Nassau/ 
Paradise Island. Cancun, Mexico, and ski trips 
to Vermont and Colorado. For more informa­
tion call toll free 1-800- 231-0113 or in CT 
203-967-3330.
Increase your LEARNING power! Aca­
demic Success Workshop. Different topics 
each session. Wed. 11/16. 30: 12/7: 12:15- 
1:15. Student Counseling Center. 157 West St. 
(may bring lunch)
SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER- 
ESCORT. Energetic person, (M ?F) to take 
sign-ups for our FLORIDA tours. We furnish 
all materials fo ra  successful promotion. Good 
PAY and FUN. Call CAMPUS MARKETING 
at I -800-777-2270.
On campus travel representative or organi­
zation needed to promote SPRING BREAK 
trip to Florida. Earn money, free trips and 
valuable work experience. Call Inter-Campus 
Programs at I-8(H)- 433-7747.
HEY YOU! Don't forget the SAB Skills 
Workshop. Sat. Nov. 19.
Apartment Specials. Some one. two. three 
bedrooms left. $350 and up. Near Tech. For
1-3 people. Jim 799-2728 or 755-2996.
Sue: I can’t believe a year has gone by 
already! Looking forward to an even better 
second one! Happy Anniversary! Love Mi­
chael
Blue Cheese - I'll give you a rose: 
I’ll give you a hat;
I’d give you my heart.
But there’s no sense in that;
It's already yours...
Love, Haji
Theresa: Thanks for having dinner with 
me. You looked beautiful and you are worth it. 
Anytime you’d like to go out. please call me! 
Michael
SAB SKILLS WORKSHOP. Sat. Nov. 19, 
be there!
Got the munchies? M&Ms and Reese’s 
peanut butter cups for sale. See Kim in Found­
ers 414 or any W oman’s Chorale member. We 
are raising money for our trip to Russia next 
year. Thanks for your support!
Support your club - Sell SAB raffle tickets. 
Or even better, buy them.
Beaker, have you been seeing Sy Sperling?
Bucky. should I pay for sex. or should I buy 
a new car?
By the way Veda, Just where is that third 
mole?
L.R. you might have missed a nice guy. His 
friendship will always be there.
PIU & SUE : Congratulations on your first 
anniversary... Hope for many more to come! — 
The -YK boys.
Goose says “ Hey”
461 wasn’t rubbing 
it in-I just wanted 
Eddie to know 
the score of 
last night’s game.”
Go ahead and gloat. You can 
rub it in all the way to Chicago 
with AT&T Long Distance Service. 
Besides, your best friend Eddie 
was the one who said your team 
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a 
lot less than you think to let him 
know who’s headed for the Playoffs 
Reach out and touch someone*
If youd like to know more about 
AT&T products and services, like 
International Calling and the AT&T 
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.
AT&T
The right choice.
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What’s Going On?
Tuesday, November 15, 1988
8:(M) pni - Concert: Jazz Ensemble, Lower Wedge
W ednesday, November 16, 1988
l():(M) am - 3:00 pm : Clark University Graduate School Fair, Kneller Athletic Center. Free 
12:15 pm - ACADEMIC SUCCESS WORKSHOP Part II. Student Counseling Center.
157 West St. (may bring own lunch)
8:00 pm - Video: “Trading Places," G om pei's Place, Free
8:00 pm - Clark University Theater: Sophocles' “Antigone", Presented by the Theater Arts 
program of Clark’s Visual and Performing Arts Department. Little Center Theater, Free
Thursday, November 17, 1988
8:00 pm - Masque presents "The Foreigner,” Alden Hall. Tickets on Sale November 14-18 in 
the Daniels Ticket Booth from 11 am - 12 noon. Tickets are $ 1.00 w/ WPI ID and $2.00 
for general public.
8:00 pm - Clark Theater: Sophocles’ “Antigone," Little Center Theater, Free
Friday, November 18, 1988
8:00 pm - Masque : “The Foreigner," Alden Hall
8:00 pm - Clark Theater: Sophocles' "Antigone," Little Center Theater, Free
Saturday, November 19, 1988
8:00 pm - Masque : “The Foreigner," Alden Hall
8:00 pm - Clark Theater: Sophocles’ “Antigone," Little Center Theater, Free 
Sunday, November 20, 1988
6:30 & 9:30 pm - Film: "Shoot to Kill." Alden Hall. $2.00
8:00 pm - Holy Cross College: Organ Recital: Barclay Wood. St. Joseph Chapel, Free 
Monday, November 21, 1988
6:(X) pm - LOVE YOUR BODY! Group for women meetings Mondays B Term. Student 
Counseling Center. 157 West St.
8:00 pm - Spectrum Fine Arts Presents Jeremy Rifkin. Activist. Alden Hall, Free 
8:00 pm - Holy Cross College: Holy Cross Chamber Players, St. Joseph Chapel, Free
Newspeak Wants You!
Join the best organization on campus!
Learn a valuable skill in our various departments: 
Writing/Computer Layout 
Business/Advertising/Photo/Sports 
For more information, contact box 2700 or call 831-5464.
W h a t  h a p p e n s  
f r o m  n o w . . .
Retirement, like all new 
beginnings, takes plan­
ning and coordination. 
And whether your re tire­
ment is near, or  years 
away, NOW is the time to 
make sure it's everything 
you want it to be. At a 
TIAA-CREF and Your 
Financial Future seminar, 
a team of experienced 
retirement counselors wii! 
explain how yourTIAA and 
CRF.F annuities can help 
your dreams come true.
You’ll get valuable infor­
mation on how to make 
the right choices about 
your future, and you’ll 
have the chance to ask 
questions about retire­
ment planning. Jo in  us, 
and find out how im por­
t a n t—and how easy —it is 
to prepare  for a great 
retirement!
Sheraton Lincoln Inn 
500 Lincoln Street 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Tuesday, November 29, 1988 
at 2 p.m. or at 6 p.m. 
Wednesday, November 30, 1988 
at 2 p.m. or at 6 p.m.
I f  you'd like to attend, ju st call 
TIAA-CREF at I 800 842-2733, ext. 2983.
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association 
-T_r_* College Retirement Equities Fund
Insuring The Future For Those Who Shape lt.s
POLICE LOG
Friday, November 4, 1988
4:00 pm - A student residing off campus reported that his apartment had been broken into. A 
compact disc player and cash were stolen, Worcester PD was contacted.
Saturday, November 5, 1988
1:55 am - Sergeant reported speaking with a male subject at the construction site on Salisbury St. 
The subject appeared to be lost and was determined that the subject was from French 
Guinea, he was looking for Dorchester and got off the bus in W orcester by accident. He 
was transported to the bus station.
6:23 pm - Sergeant reported an accident at the corner of Grove St. and Gold Star Boulevard, there 
were no injuries and W orcester Police was contacted.
11:36 pm - A complaint was received about a loud party in the Fuller apartments. Students 
responsible in the party were spoken to and the music was turned down.
Sunday, November 6, 1988
12:56 am - Two non-WPI students were found in the Founders parking lot with open containers 
of alcohol. Subjects were advised.
1:45 am - A call was received requesting an officer in Stoddard to help a very intoxicated student. 
Officers responded, ambulance was called, and student was transported to Hahnemann 
hospital.
2:32 am - 4 FIJI brothers were found on Salisbury Street with open containers of alcohol. The 
brothers were advised.
2:39 am - Sergeant spoke with the members of the KAP fraternity and advised them to turn the 
music down and to stop letting people out of the house with open containers o f alcohol.
2:55 am - 4 more students were found with open containers of alcohol on Salisbury St. They were 
also advised.
4:03 am - Officer reported fire and explosions on the FIJI Rock in Institute Park. Worcester Fire 
Dept, was contacted.
3:00 pm - A complaint was received regarding loud music at a Fuller apartment. Officer 
responded and told them to turn the music down.
Monday, November 7, 1988
8:30 am - Officers responded to Washburn Shops regarding a student who had passed out.
Wednesday, November 9, 1988
3:30 am - W orcester PD called reporting that they were looking for WPI students involved in the 
breaking and entering of a building on the Holy Cross Campus. 4 WPI students were 
apprehended shortly after by Worcester Police. The students had broken into the Hart 
Center at Holy Cross and stolen over $ 1,000 worth o f athletic uniforms. The subjects were 
charged by W orcester Police with breaking and entering in the nighttime with intent to 
commit a felony, and larceny over $250.
4:14 am - An RA from Daniels called about a student who was residing in the building was very 
drunk and had just bolted from the building. Officers searched the campus and the student 
was located.
6:08 pm - A report was received of the theft of some computer disks from the Gordon Library.
Friday, November 11, 1988
11:30 am - 2 subjects were removed from the dumpster behind the Gordon Library. They were 
advised of trespassing.
4:05 pm - An RA in Daniels called to report a suspicious male had been in the mens room on the 
floor. Officers searched the area and later located a subject, a records check was run and 
he was advised of trespassing.
11:06 pm - SNaP reported a fire extinguisher in Founders had been discharged. Powder from the 
extinguisher was sprayed all over the hallway. There were no gigantic skunks in the area.
PROJECT STUDENTS
NEED STATISTICAL HELP? 
CONTACT THE WPI STATISTICAL 
CONSULTING SERVICE 
AVAILABLE TO FACULTY 
AND 
STUDENTS
WE
-HELP DESIGN EXPERIMENTS 
-ANALYZE YOUR DATA 
-ASSIST IN THE USE OF STATIS­
TICAL SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
-ETC 
SEND ALL INQUIRES TO 
PROFESSOR PETROCIELLI 
STRATTON HALL 105C
